How Georgia Became a Surprising Bright Spot in the U.S.:

In northern Georgia, near the Tennessee line, the city of Dalton made its fame as the carpet capital of the world. These days, a more accurate title would be floor covering capital of the world. It has diversified into hardwood, tile, laminate...

Read more
www.npr.org

“The only way forward, if we are going to improve the quality of the environment, is to get everybody involved.”
-Richard Rogers

Lightyear Unveils its 'Solar' Electric Car With 450...

The Lightyear One, a new solar-powered electric car developed by several times Solar Challenge winners, has been unveiled today...
Wind and solar power are set to make up almost half of electricity generation by 2050, as costs continue to fall and restrictions on high-carbon fuels start to bite. But other sources will be needed to completely decarbonize the economy, such as...

Wind And Solar Power Set To Dominate Power Mix By 2050,...

A new report offers a look at the global picture on Solar Energy Use is Making Major Headway Around the World

Enel Green Power sells portion of 497-MW Texas solar...
cracker supplier will purchase energy from a 65-MW portion of Enel’s Roadrunner solar PV project in Texas.

Read more
www.solarpowerworldonline.com

They Want to Create Floating Islands to Convert Sunlight...

In a study published this month in PNAS, a multidisciplinary scientific journal, a research group is proposing what is essentially a bunch of marine-based floating islands containing solar cells to convert sunlight into energy.

Read more
www.cnn.com

After being rocked by Trump tariffs, the solar energy...

At PetersenDean, the solar business is simply booming. The home improvement company offers both roofing and solar installations, and is seeing an increase in demand for solar panels thanks in large part to a mandate in California where it's...

Read more
www.cnbc.com

EVENTS:
SOLAR 2019 ‘Race to Renewables’ August 5-9th, 2019 in Minneapolis, MN.

The National Solar Tour from October 5-6, 2019 is the largest grassroots renewable energy event in the nation.

Solar@Work is ASES’s bulletin by and for solar pros. Forward this e-mail to a friend.

ASES PROGRAMS:
Solar Today Magazine
SOLAR 2019: The 48th National Solar Conference
National Solar Tour